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GENERAL INFORMATION 

The OpenConext Workshop at eResearch Australasia 2013 is intended to introduce OpenConext to the 
Australian eResearch community. It is presented jointly by AARNet and SURFnet (OpenConext creators) and 
is delivered in two sessions. 
 
Session 1 (am) is a comprehensive description of OpenConext, including demonstrations and hands-on 
deployment, targeted at managers, technical and development staff from organisations interested in using 
OpenConext for federated group-based authorisation. 
 

Session 2 (pm) is a hands-on development tutorial targeted at developers (having participated in Session 1) 
who wish to implement group-enabled services integrated with and utilising OpenConext functionality.  
 

Participants may attend Session 1 (half-day workshop) or both Session 1 and Session 2 (full-day workshop). 

DESCRIPTION 

OpenConext is a secure, sustainable and supported federated collaborative infrastructure developed by 
SURFnet which enables ‘group-aware’ services to retrieve the list of groups to which the authenticated user 
belongs, and to retrieve the list of users belonging to those groups. Access to group information via the VOOT 
protocol (OAuth/OpenSocial API compliant) allows a group-aware service (e.g. for video-conference 
scheduling) to authorise access to resources (e.g. bookings) based on group membership, and to provide 
group-functionality (e.g. inviting all team members to a video-conference via an individual user’s booking).  
 
OpenConext also provides for hosting multiple services behind a single institutional ‘shop-front’ (using 
GEANT’s “Corto” IdP/SP Proxy technology and WAYF’s “JANUS” SAML metadata management technology), 
management of groups/teams (using Internet2’s “Grouper”), and integration of OpenSocial containers (e.g. 
Apache Shindig) and portals (e.g. Apache Rave) enabling deployment of group-enabled OpenSocial gadgets. 
 
OpenConext is deployed by SURFnet as The Netherland’s Access Federation, SURFconext, and is gaining 
global traction (e.g. Internet2, JISC) as a federated group-aware service enablement technology. 
 
OpenConext may be deployed as a Service Provider in a SAML-based federated authentication infrastructure, 
as provided by the Australian Access Federation. OpenConext’s support for federated service shop-fronts, 
group-enablement of federated services, and deployment of federated OpenSocial portals, makes it an 
attractive infrastructure for Australian HE&R organisations and service organisations such as AARNet. 

OUTLINE 

The OpenConext workshop is divided into two sessions, each with 2 parts. The first session (09:00-12:30) is a 
comprehensive introduction to OpenConext functionality, design and deployment.  The second session (13:30-
17:00) is a developer tutorial/codefest focusing on how services may be group-enabled through integration 
with OpenConext, using various popular software development technologies. 
 
Session 1 Part 1: Overview 
 
1. Description of federated authentication and authorisation, and need for group-based authorisation.  

Functionality and architecture of OpenConext, including how OpenConext integrates with SAML-based 
Federation IdPs and SPs, delivers a federated services shop-front, enables group-aware services by 
providing an API for retrieving an authenticated user’s group information, provides federated team-
management and VO-based access control, and enables deployment of OpenSocial portals.  Discussion of 
OpenConext’s sustainability, security, and global uptake. The expected outcome is an understanding of 
OpenConext, its potential for adding value and how it might be utilised by eResearch services. 

 9:10-10:40 (01:30) 
 
(morning break) 
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Session 1 Part 2: OpenConext Deployment (Hands-On #1   *Session 1 only participants may choose to observe) 
 

2. Description of workshop environment (VMs accessed via SSH from participant laptops). VMs include 
snapshots of staged deployments of OpenConext, federated IdPs, and example SPs hosted behind the 
OpenConext shop-front. Detailed description of OpenConext components and installation of 
OpenConext. Details of OAuth, the OpenSocial API and the VOOT protocol. OpenConext’s “API 
Playground” usage to explore protocols used to access an authenticated user’s group information. 

 11:00-12:30 (01:30) 
 

(lunch break) 
 
Session 2 Part 1: Group-enabling SPs (Hands-On #2) 
 

3. Investigation of the OpenSocial API compliant VOOT protocol as used by OpenConext to retrieve group 
information, and client libraries for various development technologies. Deployment of simple SPs using 
development technology chosen by individual participants (Java, PHP, Python, Groovy), depending on 
individual requirements and preferences, and integration with a workshop deployment of OpenConext. 

 13:30-15:00 (01:30) 
 

(afternoon break) 
 

Session 2 Part 2: Group-enabling SPs (Hands-On #3) 
 

4. Continuation of simple SP development and integration. Time permitting, hands-on investigation of 
more advanced group-aware SP development examples and/or deployment of an OpenSocial portal and 
development of simple OpenSocial gadgets and integration with OpenConext. 

 15:20-16:50 (01:30) 
 
5.  Wrap-up, accessing workshop resources and how to get involved in OpenConext uptake in Australia. 
 16:50-17:00 (00:10) 
 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 

Session 1 is targeted at management, technical or development staff from HE&R organisations. Participants 
should have a strong IT background and working knowledge of federated identity management. Hands-on 
participants should have Linux skills. Session 2 is targeted at developers of group-aware eResearch services. 
Participants should have Linux admin skills and development skills using Java, PHP, Python or Groovy and 
experienced in use of web-framework such as Spring, Zend, Django or Grails. 

WHAT TO BRING 

Dependent on participation as follows:  
Session 1 - Observer (i.e. not hands-on) during part 2: No equipment requirement.  
Session 1 - Hands-on involvement during part 2: Own laptop with SSH client and Linux console or emulator. 
Session 2: Own laptop with SSH client and Linux console or emulator. 
Virtual machines with workshop resources, hosted on AARNet servers, accessed via SSH, will be used by 
hands-on participants during the workshop.  

ABOUT THE PRESENTERS 

Neil Witheridge (author-presenter) is AARNet’s Manager, Authentication and Authorisation Services. Neil 
has been working in the HE&R services sector for the past 10 years, being involved in the MAMS project at 
Macquarie University, which successfully introduced SAML-based federated identity management to the 
Australian HE sector, then ARCS as the Authorisation Services Manager integrating federated access with 
ARCS services (e.g. Grid tools, Data Fabric) and developing the ARCS Access Service. Neil is responsible for 
the eduroam service at AARNet, as well as technical support and development activities related to AARNet 
federated services. Neil has a Master of Engineering Science degree from University of Sydney. 
 
Niels van Dijk (author-presenter) is a Technical Product Manager in the Advanced Services Department of 
SURFnet. He is responsible for technical management and innovation of SURFnet’s collaboration services. 
Within the Collaboration Infrastructure project, he is the technical lead for the innovative project which 
created the SURFconext collaboration platform, which is a synergy between Federated Identity Management, 
Group management and Social Networking.  Before coming to SURFnet, Niels built some ten years of 
experience in designing and developing innovative solutions in the field of internet based databases and 
Geographical Information Systems, mainly for the Utilities and Emergency Response sector. 
 
Francois Kooman (contributing author) is Technical Product Manager for SURFnet working on identity 
management and the SURFconext collaboration infrastructure. François obtained a Master of Science degree 
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